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Abstract

We implanted 200 keV Fþ in single crystalline titanium dioxide (TiO2) rutile at a nominal fluence of 1� 1016 to
1� 1017 ions cm�2 and then thermally annealed the implanted sample in air. The radiation damage and its recovery

process during the annealing were analyzed by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry in channeling geometry and

variable-energy positron annihilation spectroscopy. The lattice disorder was completely recovered at 1200 �C by the

migration of point defects to the surface. According to secondary ion mass spectrometry analysis, the F depth profile

was shifted to a shallower region along with the damage recovery and this resulted in the formation of an F-doped layer

where the impurity concentration steadily increased toward the surface. The F doping proved to provide a modification

to the conduction-band edge of TiO2, as assessed by theoretical band calculations.
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1. Introduction

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a functional material

with photocatalysis and photoconductivity char-

acteristics that provide various technological ap-

plications [1]. In most studies concerning such

electrochemical properties of TiO2, it is of great

interest to improve the separation of the photo-
generated electron–hole pairs or to extend the

wavelength range of the TiO2 photoresponses into

the visible region. To solve these problems, doping

TiO2 with different transition-metal ions has been

intensively carried out using ion implantation.

Anpo et al. [2] described a Cr- or V-doped TiO2

photocatalyst prepared by this technique. Their

study suggests that the ion implantation provides
an effective modification of the photocatalytic

material�s electronic structures.
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In contrast to these studies on the metal-ion

implantation, there were only a few reports on the

use of anionic species for doping. Quite recently,

however, anion doping has been receiving much
attention as a method for controlling the optical

properties of TiO2 since a nitrogen-doping study

[3]. We independently focused on fluorine (F)

doping into TiO2 to modify its electronic struc-

tures. The fluorination of TiO2 surfaces would

enhance their chemical and optical stabilities and

so F ions have the possibilities of acting as

promising dopants in a TiO2 photocatalyst.
Our preliminary experiments [4] demonstrated

for the first time that the F ion implantation and

subsequent thermal treatment made it possible to

prepare an F-doped TiO2 layer. However, further

investigations to reveal the details about damage

recovery and impurity diffusion are required for a

better understanding of the implantation effect. In

this study, we investigated the annealing behavior
of TiO2 implanted with F ions based on two dif-

ferent techniques, Rutherford backscattering and

channeling (RBS-C) and variable-energy positron

annihilation measurements. The electronic struc-

tures of the F-doped TiO2 were also analyzed by

the theoretical band calculations to predict the

doping effect on the spectral response of TiO2.

2. Experimental

Optically polished single-crystalline TiO2 (ru-
tile) with a h001i crystallographic axis was used
for our experiments. The size was about 10� 10
mm2 in area and 0.5 mm in thickness. The ion

implantations were performed at room tempera-

ture with 200 keV Fþ ions at a nominal fluence of

1� 1016 to 1� 1017 ions cm�2. The mean projected

range, Rp, and range straggling, DRp, were calcu-
lated to be 274 and 72 nm, respectively, by the
TRIM code [5]. The displacement energies of 50

eV for both Ti and O atoms [6] were used for

evaluating the damage distributions. After the

implantation, an isochronal annealing was carried

out in air up to 1200 �C for 5 h for each step.
Helium ions of 2.0 MeV were generated by a 3

MV single-ended accelerator and utilized for the

RBS-C measurements. A positron beam with en-

ergies of 0.2–25 keV was used to measure the

Doppler broadening (characterized by the so-

called S parameter) of electron–positron annihila-
tion c rays at room temperature. We estimated an
experimental error in the S-parameter analysis
based on the general law of statistical uncertainty.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) mea-

surements with a Mg X-ray source (Ka ¼ 1253:6
eV) confirmed the occupation of F atoms on

O-lattice sites in the outermost region of the im-

planted surface layer [4]. Secondary ion mass

spectrometry (SIMS) analysis was employed for
probing the as-implanted and postanneal F dis-

tributions. The electronic structures of the F-

doped TiO2 were calculated by the full-potential

linearlized augmented plane wave (FLAPW) for-

malism [7] in the framework of the generalized

gradient approximation (GGA) [8,9].

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the typical RBS-C spectra for the

TiO2 single crystal implanted with a dose of

9� 1016 ions cm�2 and then isochronally annealed

for 5 h for each step. It is clearly seen in the
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Fig. 1. 2.0 MeV 4Heþ (a) random and h001i aligned RBS
spectra of the TiO2 rutile single crystal implanted with 200 keV

Fþ (9� 1016 ions cm�2) at room temperature, for the as-

implanted sample (b) and after annealing in air at (c) 300,

(d) 600, (e) 1000 and (f) 1200 �C. Arrows indicate each con-
stituent element existing on the sample surface.
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as-implanted state that the surface peak was well

separated from the damaged peak near the Rp for
the Ti sublattice. This observation is in agreement

with previous results regarding the damage for-
mation and accumulation in metal-ion implanted

TiO2 [10]. Both peaks did not reach the heights of

the random levels, indicating that the dose for the

implantation corresponding to 8 dpa (displace-

ments per atom) was insufficient to render TiO2

completely channeling amorphous.

The lowering of the disorder peak height was

observed during the course of isochronal thermal
treatment. This can be attributed to a columnar

regrowth within the total thickness of the damaged

layer [10]. The pronounced recovery in the Ti and

O sublattices was achieved by such a recrystalli-

zation process up to the highest annealing tem-

perature of 1200 �C. The minimum yield, vmin, the
random-to-aligned ratio of backscattering yields,

gives a measure of the degree of lattice disorder in
crystalline solids. For the Ti sublattice, we ob-

tained a vmin value of 4% near the surface where

the dechanneling contribution to the yields is the

smallest.

Fig. 2 displays a plot of the S parameter versus
the incident positron energy (hereafter referred to

as S versus E) for the TiO2 single crystal implanted

with 9� 1016 Fþ ions cm�2 and the samples after
the 5 h isochronal annealing. Data for a virgin

(unimplanted) TiO2 substrate are also exhibited in

the figure as a reference. The upper horizontal axis

shows the mean positron implantation depth given

by an empirical formula [11]. The positron diffu-

sion length is determined to be 42 nm by fitting the

S versus E data for the virgin sample based on the
VEPFIT program [12]. For the as-implanted
sample, the S parameters became much greater

than that in the virgin state at every positron

energy except for the bulk region around E ¼ 25

keV. This result indicates that vacancy-type de-

fects, which trap positrons, were introduced by the

F implantation.

The thermal treatment at 300 �C led to no

changes in the S versus E plot, suggesting that the
disorder phase is stable, although the above RBS

data showed that the damaged recovery appeared

to start at this temperature. During the annealing

stages at 600 and 1000 �C, the S value decreased at

4 < E < 15 keV and increased in the lower energy

region (E < 4 keV). This means that the vacancy

migration to the surface, acting as a sink of point

defects, occurred along with the damage recovery.

Almost all vacancy-type defects were annealed out
at 1200 �C. A reduction in the S parameter from
the virgin sample level is possibly due to a certain

change in the surface state induced by the thermal

treatment, rather than by the impurity doping,

since the virgin sample showed the same result

after the annealing.

As we described elsewhere [4], the substitution

of the F atoms for O-lattice sites, i.e. the forma-
tion of TiO2�xFx was confirmed by the XPS results

obtained after complete annealing. In line with our

previous paper, the XPS data were also used for a

quantitative estimation of the atomic ratio of F to

O, F/O. For the sample implanted with 9� 1016 Fþ

ions cm�2, the F/O ratio was calculated to be

0.0065, which means the formation of TiO2�xFx

compounds with x ¼ 0:013 if F has a substitu-
tional fraction of fs ¼ 1. Such high substitutional

fractions of F in a TiO2 host (especially at low

concentrations as in our case) can be reasonably
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Fig. 2. The S parameter versus positron incident energy for

the samples implanted with 9� 1016 F ions cm�2 at room

temperature, after the implantation and upon 5 h isochronal

annealing. The upper horizontal axis represents the mean im-

plantation depth of the positrons. An error bar (� standard
deviation) for the S parameter is also provided in this figure.
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predicted by the consideration based on the solu-

bility rules for equilibrium and ion-implanted solid
solutions [13], as well as by the experimental re-

sults from previous studies [10].

In Fig. 3, the SIMS F depth profiles of the

implanted rutile single crystals are compared be-

tween before and after the isochronal annealing.

Note that there should be a possible evaporation

of F as a volatile component from the TiO2 surface

during the thermal treatment. The profile for the
as-implanted sample had a peak located at 270–

280 nm, which is very close to the calculated value

of Rp (see above). During the course of the an-
nealing, it appears that a significant amount of

implanted atoms diffused to the outer surface.

After the annealing at 1200 �C, this led to the
formation of a new phase where the impurity

concentration steadily increased toward the sur-
face. Such an impurity migration was recently

observed for implanted SiC [14] and InP [15] single

crystals. The implication is that grain boundaries

or extended defects are created by the implanta-

tion, so that the activation enthalpy for the motion

of impurity atoms in the lattice effectively de-

creases. This can induce a preferred outward mi-

gration of the F atoms at high temperatures, where
the above-mentioned damage recovery progresses.

Fig. 4 provides the total densities of states (DOSs)

calculated for pure and F-doped TiO2. The cal-

culation model had two unit cells of rutile TiO2,

where one F atom is replaced with one O atom. In

the pure TiO2 crystal, the valence and conduction

bands (referred to as VB and CB, respectively)

consist of both the Ti3d and O2p orbitals. Since
the Ti3d orbital is split into two parts, the t2g and

eg states, the CB can be divided into lower and

upper bands. When TiO2 is doped with F, the lo-

calized levels with a high density appear below the

VB (shown as (I)). These levels are composed of

the F2p state without any mixing with the VB or

CB and, consequently, they are not expected to

contribute to the optical absorption spectra of
TiO2.

The spectral response property of semiconduc-

tors is directly affected by their electronic structure

within or near the bandgap. Therefore, it is im-

portant to note that the DOS around the lower

edge of the CB is modified by the F doping (la-

beled as (II)). According to the electron density

map of this impurity states projected onto the
(1 1 0) lattice plane (not shown), such a change

originates from the occurrence of the electron oc-

cupied level, which consists of the t2g state of the

Ti3d orbital. These results are similar to the
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Fig. 3. SIMS F depth profiles of 200 keV Fþ-implanted TiO2

rutile single crystal (a) before and after the thermal treatments

at (b) 600 and (c) 1200 �C. The Fþ secondary ion counts plotted

as the ordinate are normalized in such a way that the maximum

of both profiles is equal. For comparison, the calculated value

of Rp is also shown in this figure.
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Fig. 4. Total DOSs of (a) pure and (b) F-doped TiO2 calculated

by FLAPW. The dopant F is located at the substitutional site

for an O atom in the rutile TiO2 crystal (the two TiO2 unit

cells). The energy on the horizontal axis is measured from the

top of the VBs. Eg indicates the (effective) bandgap energy of
the semiconductors. The impurity states are labeled (I) and (II).
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property of the level due to the O vacancy [16].

Nakamura et al. [17] reported that the O vacancies

were produced in TiO2 by a hydrogen plasma

treatment. The resulting O deficient TiO2 showed
photocatalytic activity in the visible-light region

(up to 600 nm) for nitrogen monoxide removal.

Thus the O vacancy can provide good modifica-

tions to the TiO2 band structures. In this sense, it is

expected that the substitutional doping of F, like

the O vacancy, can reduce the effective bandgap

energy of TiO2, thereby inducing visible-light pho-

toresponses. Actually, the DOS of Fig. 4(b) seems
to have a tail of donor-like states into the bandgap

below the CB.

4. Conclusions

We demonstrated the effects of F implantation

in TiO2 rutile single crystals followed by thermal
annealing. The isochronal annealing processes at

300, 600, 1000 and 1200 �C for 5 h for each step led
to the formation of an F-doped TiO2, i.e. the

TiO2�xFx phase, along with the recovery of the

radiation damage. The disorder layer was recov-

ered by the surface migration of vacancy-type de-

fects and, simultaneously, implanted F atoms

diffused to the outer surface. The resulting doped
phase showed a new concentration gradient; the

concentration increases with decreasing depths

into the surface. From the theoretical band cal-

culations using the FLAPW method, it was found

that the F doping gave rise to a modification of the

electronic structure around the CB edge of TiO2.

This probably leads to a reduction in the effective

bandgap energy, by which the optical responses in

the visible-light region are induced.
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